Goal: In bringing together mathematics pathways leaders from community colleges and universities in the East Texas region, this summit will help create a lively and collaborative atmosphere in which participants can explore the current state of mathematics pathways work and establish shared goals for the future.

8:30 – 9:00 am  Breakfast and Registration
9:00 – 9:10 am  Welcome and Introductions
   Matt Lewis, DCMP Regional Coordinator
   The Charles A. Dana Center, The University of Texas at Austin

   Tampa Nannen, Assistant Vice President Academic Affairs
   Tyler Junior College

9:10 – 9:30 am  Background on Mathematics Pathways
   Nancy Stano, Strategic Learning and Development Lead
   The Charles A. Dana Center, The University of Texas at Austin

9:30 – 10:00 am  Keynote
   Robert Jones, Dean of Students
   Texarkana College

10:00 – 10:45 am  Table Discussion 1: High Impact Math Pathways Targets
   Report-outs for Table Discussion 1

10:45 – 10:55am  Break and Shuffle
   Grab refreshments and then report to second table listed on participant list.

10:55 – 11:05 am  The East Texas Transfer Landscape
   Matt Lewis, DCMP Regional Coordinator
   The Charles A. Dana Center, The University of Texas at Austin

11:05 am – 12:20 pm  Table Discussion 2: Transfer and Applicability
   Report-outs for Table Discussion 2
12:20 – 1:40 pm  **Lunch**  
*Mathematics Pathways Synergy with Guided Pathways*  
Matt Lewis, DCMP Regional Coordinator  
The Charles A. Dana Center, The University of Texas at Austin

1:40 – 2:40 pm  **Table Discussion 3: Moving Forward as a Region**  
Report-outs for Table Discussion 3  
*After lunch, report to third table listed on participant list.*

2:40 – 3:00 pm  **Wrap-Up and Evaluations**